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Concentrix excited to announce new 

virtual location in Georgia. 
 

Concentrix a leading global provider of customer experience (CX) solutions and technology, has announced 

that it will now be operating a virtual work at home office from Georgia. The entry of Concentrix to Georgia 

is expected to bring many new job opportunities to the area as Concentrix brings significant new business 

from some of the world’s leading brands to the growing Georgian market. 

 

Georgia was chosen as the newest Concentrix location due to its exceptional strong, highly educated and 

multilingual workforce a well as its focus on the services sector and reliable network connectivity. 

 

"This move marks another terrific achievement in the expansion of Concentrix," said Darryl Hill, SVP 

EMEA Delivery & Operations. "The addition of Georgia to the Concentrix family is a key part of our growth 

strategy and supports us in extending our global footprint." 

 

“Attracting global payers onto the Georgian market is a cornerstone of our agency’s strategy, and now we 

are truly excited that a renowned company like Concentrix has chosen Georgia as their new expansion 

location. We will continue our keen support to further expand and grow the company’s presence in the 

country, and are looking forward to years of fruitful and successful partnership.” – Mikheil Khidureli, CEO 

of Enterprise Georgia – Invest in Georgia     

 

Concentrix provides customer experience and digital solutions for many of the world’s biggest and best-

known brands as well as up and coming disruptors in multiple sectors including travel, telecommunications, 

e-commerce, banking, health, tech support, utilities and finance.   

 

Concentrix has already begun to recruit for new employees and Pawel Pula, Site Director, Georgia & 

Bulgaria, is looking forward to celebrating with some of the new Concentrix staff when they start their new 

careers with the company later this month. "We are very much looking forward to welcoming our new 

Georgian colleagues to the Concentrix family. We are committed to setting ourselves apart as a great 

employer who truly cares about its staff and the local community and we are looking forward to welcoming 

many new, passionate and talented people in Georgia over the coming months”.   

 

With many different entry points and career opportunities, Concentrix offers great opportunities for people 

who want to work and grow in a leading international business. Recognised as a flexible employer offering 

security, development opportunities and the ability to work from home, Concentrix certainly has a lot to 

offer!  

 

If you are looking for a new opportunity with an employer who really supports you, then search for 

careers@concentrix.com or follow them on Facebook and Instagram to keep up to date with new 

opportunities and company activities.  

 

About Concentrix 
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Concentrix Corporation (Nasdaq: CNXC), is a leading technology-enabled global business services company specializing in customer 

engagement and improving business performance for some of the world’s best brands including over 95 Global Fortune 500 clients 

and over 90 global disruptor clients. Every day, from more than 40 countries and across 6 continents, our staff delivers next generation 

customer experience and helps companies better connect with their customers. We create better business outcomes and help 

differentiate our clients through technology, design, data, process, and people. Concentrix provides services to clients in our key 

industry verticals: technology & consumer electronics; retail, travel & ecommerce; banking, financial services & insurance; healthcare; 

communications & media; automotive; and energy & public sector.  We are Different by Design. Visit concentrix.com to learn more.  

https://cnxmail-my.sharepoint.com/personal/christian_miller_concentrix_com/Documents/Microsoft%20Teams%20Chat%20Files/concentrix.com

